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EASY & FAST TO USE

Odyssey Point of Sale makes it easy for any business owner to start selling their
products simpler and more efficiently. Effectively boosting sales and increasing
customer satisfaction. Growing your business has never been this effortless.
With a smooth link to cash drawers, printers and scanners you can have an installed
Odyssey Point of Sale in no time. Our software also allows users to customize Shortcut Keys
and Department buttons for easy access by cashiers.
Worried about security and cash management? Don’t be. Odyssey Point of Sale has a
great permission structure that allows you to set security profiles for cashiers and
supervisors. This way you can rule out any discrepancies and insure user security.
Finally, our end of day cash up process is simple and accurate. With float management and
an easy to use declaration screen making sure every cent is accounted for.

Features
Odyssey has gone to the next step and now offer Point of Sale solutions that can run on
any Microsoft Windows PC and most Android Units / Tablets.
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Enter stock take mode: you can now capture stock from all POS points.
Integrated card sales with multiple Cards during Split billing process.
Multiple tender keys, Cash, Card, Cheque, Account and extra user
Customized customer survey slip after each sale, defined keys.
Quick sales process through barcode scanning and shortcut touch screen friendly
buttons.
With Odyssey Point of Sale you can sell airtime for any service with our extensive
integrated solutions.
Odyssey Point of Sale is 100% suited to a stand-alone environment and a multi-point
environment.
Simple and fast price checking without supervisor authorisation.
View any report, order or invoice with an easy export option into MS Excel
Odyssey Point of sale can link to various scales allowing for weight and price
embedded barcodes for supermarkets and butcheries.
The Odyssey Point of Sale allows you to do pay outs customer refunds account
payments discounts and supplier payments directly from the point of sale screen.

Effectively boosting sales and increasing customer satisfaction.
Growing your business has never been this effortless.

The Corner Stone of our Software

With an extremely powerful back office, there are no limits for excellent business
management. Odyssey Back Office is very user-friendly and fast. Any business can now run
a complete computer system with stock control, customer and supplier accounting and
loads of other management features. Odyssey keeps a detailed history allowing you to run
daily, weekly or monthly reports. Profit and turnover figures are now just a “push of a
button” away. This very comprehensive history can be visually monitored on your local
computer or in the CLOUD.
Reports can be viewed with either bar graphs or pie charts. For bigger businesses, like
franchises, a very useful feature is the ability to transfer stock to other branches or
internal warehouses. These stock transfers can either be done via the internet or with
memory storage devices. Our systems also include the ability to send reports directly to
head office, either by internet, FTP E-Mail or plain paper.

Here are some of the great features built into Odyssey over the last 20 years. These
features speak for themselves and has made Odyssey Point of Sale the powerhouse it is
today.
Odyssey has extensive stock control capabilities with easy to manage stock control
options, like grouping of similar stock for easy GP input. The ability to transfer stock
from one branch or franchise to another.
Full control of stock with ingredients and recipes.
The ability to create and implement specials on specific times and dates. Weekly, hourly
and monthly.
With easy to view performance statistics on overall sales, slow-moving items and reorder warnings. Making your stock management that much smoother. There is no limit
to the amount of stock that can be loaded.
There are options for serial number tracking and the selling of different size and colour
items.

Targets can be set for sales and cashiers automatically calculating commissions.
Odyssey has a butcher block test to get the most out of your bulk meat.
Empties and crates are calculated into the cost of sales.
Odyssey has integrated label printing
Debtor and Creditor management has never been this easy in a Point of sale environment
With automated emailing and the option of sending an SMS to your clients.
Linking Creditors to products and making ordering and GRV’s seamless.

Daily reports can be emailed directly to the owner once the end of day process is run.
The Odyssey reporting system tell you everything you need to know about what is going
on in your store with the counting of how many time the teller opened the drawer to how
many voids were done in a day

